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Prayer Basket – this activity comes from Traci Smith’s Faithful Families: Creating Sacred Moments at 
Home. It is designed for Ages 3+ 
 
In many churches and faith communities around the world, people bring their prayer requests to God via 
baskets or boxes or offering plates. Little slips of paper with people’s deepest needs…Why not have a 
family prayer basket with the same function? Those who visit your family can also be invited to contribute 
their requests as well. 
 
Materials: 
 

1. Small basket 
2. Slips of paper 
3. Pencils, pens or crayons 

 
Time Investment: Varies 
 
How To 

1. Place a basket in a prominent location in your home with slips of paper and pens and pencils 
beside it. 

2. Label the basket “Prayers” or “We Pray for Each Other.” 
3. Leave the basket without comment for a while. As children and others ask about it, you can say, 

“This is our prayer basket for now, or from now on if we like it. Anytime someone has a need they 
would like other people to pray for, they will write it down or draw a picture of it. Anytime someone 
wants to pray for others, they can go over to the basket, read what is inside, and pray about it.” 

4. Clear the basket out periodically. 
 
Notes 

 It is very important to check the basket regularly. Be sure to designate an adult or responsible older 
child to check the basket often in case there is an urgent request that a family member would like 
to make using these means. 

 The prayer basket may not be a permanent fixture in your home. Try having it available for a 
season or defined period of time. 

 Invite family members to leave the prayer slips in the basket so everyone has the opportunity to 
read the requests. 

 When you clean out the basket, don’t throw them in the trash. Sensitive children grasp the 
symbolism of the written prayers and may become upset with this action. Recycling them, saving 
them or burning them (of course an adult!) are alternatives. 

 


